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Study Observations
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Executive Summary

State University Of New York
Study Of The Cost Of Telephone Services At Se-
lected Campuses

The State University of New York (SUNY) has 29 State-operated campuses,
as well as contract colleges and community colleges, and is administered by
SUNY System Administration in Albany. Officials at individual SUNY
campuses and System Administration have the flexibility to determine their
mode of telephone service delivery, and to negotiate their long distance rates
with the carrier of their choice. 

SUNY campuses and System Administration may own their telephone system,
called a Private Branch Exchange (PBX), or may lease comparable system
services from local carriers such as Centrex from NYNEX.  A PBX is
essentially a switch that connects a campus telephone network to the
worldwide telephone network.  We studied telephone costs at System
Administration and at 14 selected campuses. Of the 15 locations we visited,
11 own their PBXs, and 3 campuses and System Administration purchase
Centrex service.  For long distance telephone services, SUNY locations can
choose from among numerous carriers, including national carriers and smaller
private and public companies. 

SUNY System Administration reports that SUNY’s total telephone-related
costs for fiscal year 1994-95 exceeded $32 million.  During the same period,
telephone costs for System Administration operations and for the 14 campuses
we visited totaled $20.4 million. Our study compiled and compared the costs
associated with providing telephone services at these SUNY locations for the
period January 1, 1994 through December 31, 1995, and addressed the
following questions:

! What are the factors that affect the overall costs of telephone services
at SUNY locations?

! What decisions, practices and policies appear to represent opportuni-
ties to reduce telephone costs for SUNY and for individual campuses
and, therefore, warrant further consideration?

Our  study finds that a number of factors and decisions affect telephone
service costs.  These decisions and factors include whether telephone services
are  to be purchased or leased, PBXs are to be replaced or upgraded,
telephone  services are to be provided directly to students or are to be
provided by contract, telephone services can be coordinated amongst
campuses or must be delivered independently by each campus, an aggressive
negotiating stance is to be pursued with long distance carriers, there is
sufficient calling volume to obtain reduced rates from carriers, and whether
there is a direct line between the campus and its long distance carrier.  In
examining these decisions and factors, our study raises a number of questions



Comments of SUNY
Officials

which need to be further considered and answered by SUNY in order to
ensure that the lowest cost telephone services are delivered while maintaining
adequate quality of service.  Following are some of our observations.

Our study found that the majority of SUNY campuses owned PBXs and these
require large capital expenditures.  PBX costs at the campuses we visited
ranged from $375,000 at Morrisville to over $20 million at Stony Brook.
However, we noted no arrangements had been made for sharing PBXs to
achieve  economy of scale for those campuses which may be proximate
enough to enable such resource sharing to occur.  Examples of such
campuses include Morrisville and Utica.  Both campuses service a similar
number of phones; 686 at Morrisville and 875 at Utica.  However, presently
there is a wide variation in capital costs per phone between the two campuses.
The College at Utica has capital costs per phone of $17.93 while the College
at Morrisville has costs of $5.96 per phone.  We question whether shared
resources could result in lower costs for both.  We also noted that whether a
campus pursues an upgrade to an existing PBX or pursues a replacement
PBX has major cost implications.  The University of Albany’s decision to
replace its PBX equates to a capital cost per phone of $12.80.  This is in
contrast to the University at Binghamton’s decision to upgrade its PBX to
yield a capital cost per phone of $.57.  Given the significant differences in
cost we question whether further evaluation of desirability of replacement and
upgrade decisions is needed.  (See pp. 3-8)

Our study also showed a wide variation in the costs SUNY locations incurred
for long distance services.  We found that campuses appear to obtain lower
costs as a result of factors such as good negotiating skills, the use of
dedicated lines (direct lines between the PBX and the long distance carrier
that avoid using the local carrier) and the demonstration of large volume of
calls. Our study raises the question of whether campuses located in the same
geographic area may be able to obtain lower costs by combining calling
volumes  and sharing services.  Further, we question whether individual
campuses may realize savings if SUNY establishes collective agreements with
long distance carriers.  (See pp. 11-13)
 
Our study also raises the issue of whether a number of campuses, especially
smaller ones, could save money by using the OGS system for long distance
calls.  (See pp. 15-17)

SUNY officials from the campuses and from System Administration indicate
that many of the questions raised by our study are under consideration or
already have been addressed. Officials at several campuses question the
comparability and meaningfulness of cost data presented in the report.
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Background

Study Scope,
Objectives and
Methodology

Introduction

The State University of New York (SUNY) has 29 State-operated campuses,
as well as contract colleges and community colleges, and is administered by
SUNY System Administration in Albany.  Each SUNY campus and System
Administration selects its own telephone systems and negotiates its own long
distance rates.

When making system selections, SUNY campuses and System Administration
may purchase a telephone system or may lease a system from a public
telephone company.  A purchased system is referred to as a Private Branch
Exchange (PBX).  Essentially, a PBX is an equipment configuration (switch)
that  connects the campus telephone network to the worldwide telephone
network.  Campuses with their own PBXs must arrange to house and maintain
the  PBX switch.  Twenty-two of the 29 SUNY campuses own their own
PBXs; the remaining seven campuses and System Administration lease their
systems.

An example of a leased system from a public telephone company is the
Centrek System from NYNEX.  The Centrek is located at a NYNEX-owned
facility and is operated by NYNEX personnel.

For long distance telephone service, SUNY campuses traditionally have used
their local carrier’s long distance affiliate.  For example, New York Tele-
phone’s (now NYNEX) long distance affiliate was AT&T.  However,
deregulation of the telephone industry has produced numerous competitors for
long distance services, including national carriers and smaller private and
public companies.

SUNY System Administration reports that SUNY’s system wide telephone
related costs for fiscal year 1994-95 exceeded $32 million.  For the 1994-95
fiscal year, telephone costs for System Administration and for the 14
campuses we visited totaled $20.4 million.

We studied the comparative costs for telephone systems and services at 14
campuses and at SUNY System Administration for the period January 1, 1994
through December 31, 1995.  The objectives of our study were to examine
the factors that affect the overall cost of telephone services at these SUNY
locations, and to identify those decisions, practices and policies that appear to
represent opportunities to reduce telephone costs for SUNY and individual
campuses and, therefore, warrant further consideration.  This study is not
intended to provide definite answers about the type of telephone service that
should be used at each location, but rather to raise questions to be further
considered by SUNY.
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Response of SUNY
Officials to Study

To accomplish our objectives, we interviewed administrative and telecommu-
nications staff and reviewed telephone expenditures and contracts with
telephone carriers at each site.  In addition, we held meetings with telephone
personnel from the Office of General Services (OGS) to obtain an understand-
ing of the circumstances under which State agencies can avail themselves of
OGS' services.  We also compared the costs campuses paid to long distance
carriers to the costs that would have resulted through OGS.

Our  study focused only on telephone voice communications, and did not
consider such communication services as data transmission, cable television
and distance learning, that may be available on SUNY campuses.  Further,
there were no indications of significant differences in the quality of telephone
services for which we obtained cost data for comparative purposes.  We did
not audit the data we received.

A draft copy of this report was provided to SUNY officials for their review
and comment.  Their comments have been considered in preparing this report
and are included as Appendix B.
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Comparing Non Long Distance Service Costs and
Revenues

SUNY  System Administration allows SUNY campuses to independently
choose the kinds of telephone systems and services they want.  In making
these choices, each campus must analyze available options.  A campus must
decide whether it will purchase service through the local carrier or purchase
a PBX.  If the campus chooses to purchase its own PBX, it must then decide
on how to deliver telephone services to students and other third parties. The
options include selling telephone service directly to students and other third
parties, or contracting with a carrier to deliver the service. 

The following is a brief comparison of the kinds of costs (capital, mainte-
nance, etc.), revenues and other considerations typically associated with these
decisions.

1.  Purchase service from local carrier

! High Monthly Fixed Costs
! Low Capital Outlay
! Low/Moderate Maintenance Cost 
! Little or No Revenue From Reselling Service to Students
! Little or No Cost For Periodic Service Upgrades 

2.  Purchase PBX

a.  Do not Sell Services to Students
! High Capital Outlay (Depending on size of PBX)
! Low Monthly Fixed Costs
! High Maintenance Cost 
! High Costs of Upgrades Required as Technology Changes
! Little or No Revenue/Commissions 

b. Sell Service to Students
! High Capital Outlay
! High Operating Costs for Billing/Collecting
! Low Monthly Fixed Costs
! High Maintenance Cost 
! High Costs of Upgrades Required as Technology Changes
! Revenue
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We selected six campuses that own PBXs and resell service to students, five
campuses that own PBXs but do not resell services and three campuses plus
System Administration that purchase service from their local carrier.  For each
of the selected campuses and for System Administration for the 1994-95 fiscal
year we computed the overall costs of telephone systems and services (not
long distance service).  Next, we determined the operating, fixed and capital
components of these costs and we designed the following chart to show these
component costs on a per telephone, per month basis.

LOCATION FIXED OPERATING CAPITAL COST
(1) (2) (3)

OWN PBX AND RESELL SERVICE TO STUDENTS

Syracuse $9.24 $13.33 $8.29 $30.86

Canton $4.37 $8.37 $10.19 $22.93

Plattsburgh $8.38 $10.30 $10.00 $28.68

Binghamton $3.28 $18.30 $0.57 $22.15

New Paltz $7.25 $7.77 $8.56 $23.58

Purchase $6.89 $12.42 $9.92 $29.23

OWN PBX AND CONTRACT FOR STUDENT SERVICE

Utica $9.38 $11.42 $17.93 $38.73

Morrisville $7.32 $1.80 $5.96 $15.08

Albany $0.22 $3.71 $12.80 $16.73

Stony Brook $6.70 $4.00 $11.54 $22.24

Potsdam $3.75 $4.29 $0.45 $8.49

PURCHASE CENTREX SERVICE

Fredonia $31.60 $0.00 $0.00 $31.60

Buffalo College $20.50 $1.48 $0.36 $22.34

Buffalo University $17.63 $11.06 $0.21 $28.90

System Administration $19.33 $4.94 $1.08 $25.35

Footnotes: 1.  Costs incurred regardless of the volume of calls.
2.  Costs to operate the campus telephone system.
3.  Costs to purchase or upgrade the telephone systems.

We do not believe it is appropriate to compare cost information between the
three  system and service categories presented in the chart because the
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PBX Capital and
Operating Costs

information does not take into account the extent of revenues and costs
resulting from resale of services to students.  However, we do believe it is
valid to compare costs within each of the three system and service delivery
categories.  While we do not address all of the reasons for variances, we have
isolated some of the more significant factors.  These are discussed in the
following subsections.

Officials at several campuses question the validity and meaningfulness of our
cost comparisons. They point out that each campus environment is unique and
that there may be variances of opinion as to what should be included or
excluded from cost components. During our review we noted many
similarities among the various telephone systems used by the campuses and
we followed a consistent approach for allocating costs at each of the
campuses that we visited. For example, our operating costs included personal
service  expenditures and related fringe benefits needed to operate and to
maintain the telephone system as well as non-personal service costs such as
supplies and equipment repair. Capital costs included expenditures to
purchase or to renovate a system, while fixed costs included expenditures not
affected by caling volume, such as basic service. We believe that our
approach is a reasonable one for the comparative purposes of the study.
However, the expenditure data we obtained from the campuses was not
audited.

The majority of SUNY campuses own PBXs and these require large capital
outlays.  PBX costs at the campuses we visited ranged from $375,000 at
Morrisville to over $20 million at Stony Brook. Some of these costs, which
are incorporated in the preceding chart merit mentioning.

The most expensive monthly capital costs that we found were those per phone
at the College of Technology at Utica ($17.93 per phone), while capital costs
per phone at the College of Technology at Morrisville were significantly less
($5.96 per phone).  Both campuses purchased PBXs at about the same time
and both PBXs service a similar number of phones; 686 at Morrisville and
875 at Utica.  We questioned why Utica’s PBX cost per phone was so much
more costly than that of Morrisville.  In response, SUNY officials explained
that Utica had to install a new cable plant to support its PBX whereas
Morrisville already had one in place.  In addition, officials explained Utica
provided both voice and data communication as part of its telephone service
while Utica provided only voice communication.  Furthermore, Utica had to
relocate certain systems from a rental facility when it implemented its PBX.
We did not determine whether these factors fully justified the significant
difference in capital costs per phone for these campuses.  However, since the
two campuses are relatively proximate, we questioned whether a shared PBX
would be a more cost effective capital cost alternative.  A telephone expert
informed us that it is possible to have one PBX service  multiple locations.
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However, we were also informed that the overall cost effectiveness of such
an alternative diminished as the distance between locations increased.
Addressing this issue has system wide importance since there are other
campuses that are relatively proximate and, therefore, might benefit from
shared resources.  For example, we note that the College at Buffalo and the
University Center at Buffalo are relatively proximate.

In responding to our study, SUNY System Administration officials state that
campuses should, and do, explore potential savings as a matter of course.
However, during our review we did not find support that any of the campuses
we studied were exploring the feasibility of sharing equipment services.

According to OGS telephone experts,  PBXs have an average useful life of
about ten years.  Therefore, campuses that own their PBXs must plan to
either replace their PBX systems, or upgrade existing PBXs in order to
maintain adequate telephone service.  We found that the University at Albany,
the  University at Binghamton and the College at Potsdam have pursued
different replacement approaches with different costs.

Recently, the University at Albany replaced a Northern Telecom PBX—
which it had finished paying for in 1995—with a new PBX.  Albany officials
refer to the arrangement as a "no cost" contract because, according to Albany
officials, the contractor (ACC) provided all of the initial capital.  Over the ten
years of the contract, Albany will pay ACC Credit Company $15.7 million.
Albany officials stated that their replacement was comprehensive as it
included a new PBX with the latest release of software, new wiring for cable
television, data links and telephones throughout the campus, including
dormitories, a voice mail system and an emergency (911) system.  Albany
officials told us that some of the contract costs cannot be separated for these
various components.  However, we believe the capital cost of the contract
associated with telephone service will be in excess of $13 million. This
equates to a cost of $12.80 per phone per month.

In contrast, the PBX at Binghamton is also a Northern Telecom model.  It
was purchased in 1983.  Binghamton officials told us that Northern Telecom
has an "evergreen policy," which means that the company will make upgrades
available as technology changes.  The intent of the evergreen policy is to
extend the useful life of Northern Telecom equipment so owners can avoid
expensive replacement costs.  Binghamton did make a major upgrade to its
telephone system in 1992 at a cost of about $357,000.  Binghamton officials
believe that they now can provide state-of-the-art telephone service (similar
to what is available at Albany) to their campus and expect to continue to use
their  present equipment. Albany officials state that they considered the
evergreen concept but determined when evaluating bids for their new system
that  this approach was not optimal.  However, based on the significant
difference in cost, the question of whether campuses should explore the
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feasibility of upgrading before purchasing new systems is something that
needs to be considered.

In responding to our study, University at Albany officials state that they are
pleased with the new services available from their system. The officials
dispute the comparability of their telecommunications procurement with the
upgrade at the University at Binghamton. Officials at Albany now report that
their procurement includes unique costs such as $2,620,800 for asbestos
removal and $2,990,900 in infrastructure communications services that must
be separately accounted for to present a truly valid comparison with the
University at Binghamton.

Our comparison of costs already had been adjusted to take into account the
cost of asbestos removal. To the extent that other costs are valid and are
distinguishable from the cost of purchasing telephone services at the Albany
campus, the cost of the Albany procurement of telephone services would be
reduced accordingly.

The College at Potsdam, like Albany, also has a “no cost” contract for its
PBX.  Potsdam’s contractor, AT&T, provided the campus with a new PBX
and an upgraded system.  The capital costs for Potsdam are $.45 per phone
per month compared to Albany’s costs of $12.80 per phone per month.  At
the end of the seven-year contract, Potsdam can purchase the PBX for $1.
From our review of 1994-95 telephone bills, we determined that Potsdam is
paying AT&T much higher than average rates for its long distance telephone
calls.  We estimate that the excess long distance charges will cost the campus
an extra $300,000 in the next seven years, or an additional cost of $1.49 per
phone per month.  However, even if we consider the extra long distance
charges to be part of the true cost of the PBX, Potsdam’s “no cost” PBX still
costs much less than Albany’s “no cost” PBX.  In fact, Potsdam’s capital
costs are among the least expensive of the campuses we visited.

It is understandable that campuses that own PBXs generally have higher
operating costs than campuses that do not.  However, for campuses with
PBXs we found surprisingly large operating cost variances both among
campuses that sell telephone service to students and other third parties and
among  campuses that contract for this service delivery.  For example,
Binghamton, which sells service, has one of the highest operating costs at
$18.30 per telephone.  In contrast, New Paltz, which also sells service, has
operating costs of $7.77 per phone.  Binghamton officials state that their
telecommunications department provides comprehensive services such as
accounting, billing, plant facilities and maintenance, and many other services
which  may not be provided at other campuses.  Among campuses that
contract for third party service delivery, Utica has operating costs of $11.42
per phone while the other campuses in this category have operating costs of
about $2 to $4 per phone.
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Telephone Revenue

Campuses that purchase Centrex services, as might be expected,  generally
have very low operating costs.  However, our study showed that operating
costs at one such campus, Buffalo University, are $11.06 per phone, or more
than twice the average operating costs of other locations that use Centrex.
We question whether these differences in services justify the variances in
operating costs that exist within the categories of telephone system delivery.
We direct this question to SUNY’s attention for further consideration.

In responding to our study, University at Buffalo officials indicate that their
operating costs reflect certain capital costs and other transactions that should
have been excluded. By removing these charges, officials state that operating
costs are $6.71 per line which puts the sum of fixed and operating costs in
line with other campuses at $23.71 per line.

As noted earlier, campuses with PBXs can either resell telephone services
directly to students and other third parties or can have a contractor deliver the
services.  SUNY policy prohibits campuses from charging students more than
the students would pay if they purchased the service themselves from the
telephone company.  Therefore, most of the campuses we visited provide
student phone service and bill students for long distance calls based on
approved tariff rates.  These rates are higher than the rates the campuses pay
to long distance carriers. However, there are costs other than the long distance
rates associated with providing service to the students such as fixed and
operating costs.  Further, most campuses include a fee in the room rent to
help recover the capital cost of installing the telephone system in the
dormitories.  The campuses use revenues in excess of the actual cost to offset
the overhead to operate the telephone system.

However, campuses that decide not to sell service to students may receive
revenue (commissions) from the telephone company or the contractor that
sells the service.  These commissions are generally based on the number of
minutes of long distance calls made by the students or the volume of
operated-assisted calls made through the system.  Long distance carriers may
also pay commissions to campuses based on the volume of incoming calls.
We found that some campuses receive substantial commissions from long
distance carriers while others receive no commissions. For example, Stony
Brook receives over $300,000 in commissions annually, while Utica and
Potsdam get no commissions.  Whether or not a campus gets a commission
may be a  result of how well they have negotiated with the long distance
company.  We question why each campus that contracts for student telephone
service  is not receiving a commission based upon long distance usage by
students.

In responding to our study, officials of the College at Potsdam reported that
in exchange for commissions on student phone usage, the College is to
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receive new equipment, voice mail, low cost provision of administrative and
student long distance services and other considerations.

Questions

1. Should campuses explore the potential savings of jointly purchasing
a PBX and sharing equipment resources?

2. Should campuses investigate the economies that may result from
updating, rather than replacing, aging PBX equipment? 

3. Why are there such significant differences in operating costs at
campuses which are using similar systems and shouldn’t all
campuses that contract for student phone services obtain a
commission on student calls?
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Comparing Long Distance Service Costs

We summarized direct dial long distance costs, excluding international calling
costs at the 14 campuses and System Administration for 1994-95 fiscal year.

We  identified rate variations from carrier to carrier and among campuses
using the same carrier. Campus telecommunications personnel offered  a
number of reasons for the variations, including the following:

! the campus negotiating stance with the long distance carrier;
! the use of NYNEX or dedicated (trunk) lines;
! access to “no cost” dedicated line service;
! the campus volume of long distance calls;
! the impact of other factors on rates such as the carrier’s purchase of

new PBX equipment for the campus.
 
The telephone companies pursue SUNY campuses for their business and as
a result are willing to negotiate in order to become the campus long distance
carrier.  The aggressiveness with which the campuses pursue the carriers for
discounts was often mentioned as a factor in obtaining lower rates.  The
campus personnel that we spoke with seemed to agree that passively
accepting the rates quoted by the companies would ultimately result in paying
higher than necessary costs.

For example, during 1994-95, Fredonia purchased all telephone service
through its local carrier, including long distance service.  The local carrier is
a locally owned, independent telephone company.  The situation at Fredonia
is similar to the College of Technology at Morrisville.  However, Morrisville
negotiated directly with a long distance carrier and was able to get a much
lower intrastate rate.  If Fredonia had obtained Morrisville's rate in 1994-95
they would have realized a savings of over $10,000. It should be noted that
Fredonia recently entered into an agreement with MCI for long distance
service and should experience some reduction in overall long distance costs.

Our study also found that not purchasing sufficient dedicated service capacity
can be costly, as is demonstrated by the rate paid by Binghamton.  In 1994-
95, Binghamton used an AT&T dedicated line for long distance service.
However, overflow traffic (calls in excess of the calling volume capacity of
the dedicated line) typically used NYNEX lines to link calls.  Consequently,
the campus paid NYNEX an additional charge for these calls above the
charge for AT&T dedicated service.  Binghamton believes it can purchase
additional AT&T dedicated service capacity and will, therefore, lower costs.
SUNY System Administration officials point out that it may not always be
advantageous to purchase additional dedicated service capacity because the
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cost associated with overflow traffic may be less than the cost of additional
dedicated capacity.

Our study found that the four university centers (Albany, Binghamton, Buffalo
and Stony Brook) have for the most part, been able to negotiate favorable
long distance rates.  This group has the largest volume of calling minutes and
is in the best position to negotiate the lowest rates.  However, even within this
group there are significant variations.  Albany, Binghamton and Stony Brook
use ACC as an interstate carrier.  Binghamton pays significantly less per
minute than Albany and Stony Brook.

When we looked for reasons for this rate variance, we found that the most
notable difference in the three campuses is this: Binghamton's long distance
calling volume takes into account student traffic, whereas Albany and Stony
Brook's respective calling volumes do not, even though student traffic flows
through these campuses' telephone lines.  Stony Brook is able to receive lower
rates for calls to Nassau county and NYC by including student traffic flow
through its system. In responding to our study, Stony Brook officials state that
they receive a $300,000 commission in lieu of reduced rates. However, we
question why Albany does not include student usage in their overall calling
volumes, when it appears that including this traffic may result in a lower long
distance rate from the carrier. SUNY System Administration officials further
point out that when a campus contracts with a service vendor for dormitory
service, the calling volumes belong to the vendor and the campus typically
receives a commission on this student traffic. Therefore, when a campus looks
for a long distance vendor for administrative traffic, student traffic cannot be
included.

We also believe that campuses may be able to pay less for long distance
services through collective rate negotiations.  When campuses negotiate rates
separately, they are not aware of the rates paid by other campuses. For
example, in comparing the rates per minute paid by Albany, Binghamton and
Stony Brook to ACC, we found that Binghamton pays less per minute for all
interstate calls of comparable distance than either of the other two campuses.
This may also indicate that campuses could save on telephone costs if SUNY
were to establish collective rate agreements with long distance carriers.
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In 1994-95, the 14 campuses and System Administration had in aggregate
over 26 million minutes of intrastate traffic costing $1.8 million and 13
million minutes of interstate traffic costing about $1 million.  If these locations
had negotiated common rates and obtained the lowest rate in each category,
we calculated that the annual potential savings would be over $650,000.  We
realize that obtaining the lowest rate is not likely, especially since OGS has
been unable to negotiate such low rates on behalf of its users.  However,
given the wide variation in long distance rates paid at these locations,  a
significant cost savings might be possible by negotiating common rates.  The
greatest savings might accrue to the smallest campuses, since they are in the
poorest negotiating position.

SUNY officials point out that OGS has recently awarded a statewide long
distance contract that takes into account the calling volume of all New York
State agencies. SUNY officials indicate that campuses will take advantage of
the contract if rates are lower than what the campuses are now paying.

Questions

4. Should campuses increase the capacity of their dedicated lines to
reduce the additional costs associated with overflow traffic?

5. Could campuses obtain lower long distance rates if their carriers
included student traffic in their respective calling volumes?

6. Should campuses in the same geographic location investigate the
possibility of sharing calling volumes to negotiate more favorable
long distance rates?

7. Should SUNY negotiate a common long distance rate for all
campuses?
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OGS Calling Costs

The State-owned Long Range Intercity Network Communications System
(LINCS) connects State agencies.  LINCS is supported by the Office of
General Services (OGS). The network allows agencies to make calls anywhere
in the continental United States and provides for reduced costs for calls made
between State agencies.  LINCS carries approximately eight million minutes
of traffic every month and continues to provide low cost long distance service
to State agencies.  SUNY does not, but could use LINCS.

In order for a campus to connect to any LINCS system calling service, it
needs either a PBX or equivalent service from a local carrier.  The next
requirement would be for OGS to do an analysis of the campus's telephone
traffic volume.  This analysis would determine if the campus qualified for
dedicated service rates or remote access rates.  Remote access rates cost
slightly more per minute than dedicated rates.

The chart on the following page shows the possible savings the campuses
could realize assuming the campuses were using OGS LINCS dedicated
services. OGS officials told us that campuses can select any or all of OGS
telephone services. However, the higher the calling volume, the greater
likelihood that the campus would qualify for the lower cost dedicated service
rates.  We used the campuses' 1994-95 usage costs to calculate the potential
savings (or additional costs) shown in the chart.

This data suggests that 14 of the 15 locations in our study could save money
on intrastate calls if they connected to the LINCS system though dedicated
service lines.  The data also suggests that 4 of the 15 locations would have
possible interstate savings though dedicated service links. In responding to our
study, SUNY System Administration officials questioned whether our analysis
includes the cost of dedicated circuits. Our analysis did take into consideration
that OGS included the cost of a dedicated line in the determination of needs.
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POTENTIAL SAVINGS (ADDITIONAL COSTS)
USING OGS DEDICATED SERVICE

SUNY INTRASTATE INTERSTATE CALLS
CAMPUS CALLS

Syracuse $17,296 ($14,518)

Morrisville 16,115 1,228

Binghamton 6,862 (92,828)

New Paltz 58,563 (18,702)

Purchase 6,626 (27,212)

Utica 7,486 1,264

Potsdam 41,980 6,670

Canton 7,031 (207)

Plattsburgh 16,813 (11,530)

Albany (12,699) (8,487)

Fredonia 20,878 16,428

Buffalo College 6,324 (766)

Buffalo University 18,624 (133,979)

Stony Brook 18,126 (49,973)

System Administration 13,022 (1,764)

Totals $243,049 ($334,376)

We also  determined that only 6 (Morrisville, Utica, Potsdam, Fredonia,
Buffalo College, and Stony Brook) of the 15 locations we studied would have
possible intrastate savings using LINCS if remote access (as opposed to
dedicated service) was required.  To illustrate, Canton would save $7,031
annually if it qualified for dedicated service, but would have to incur
additional  costs if remote access was required.  Some campuses, such as
Buffalo College, would save money using LINCS for intrastate calls,
regardless of whether dedicated or remote service was required.  As concerns
to interstate calls, we determined that only 3 (Morrisville, Potsdam and
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Fredonia) of the 15 locations could realize savings if remote access was
required.

OGS is currently working on new rates for directory assistance, credit cards
and 800 service numbers.   OGS expects to sign a contract with a directory
assistance provider at a rate of 52 cents per call.  By using the  OGS directory
assistance service, campuses could possibly realize savings of more than
$28,000 per year.

In summary, when we consider all campuses visited in aggregate, OGS'
dedicated intrastate LINCS service would produce potential savings overall.
However, intrastate LINCS remote access service and all interstate access
would likely not produce any overall savings for these SUNY locations.  We
also noted from the campus data collected and compared to OGS rates, that
Morrisville and Fredonia would realize a cost benefit even if they had to pay
the higher remote access rates of the LINCS system for both intrastate and
interstate calls. It also appears that OGS' new directory assistance rates could
be a possible source of saving for the SUNY system.

Question

8. Should SUNY consider using OGS’ LINCS system for intrastate
and/or interstate calls, and OGS’ directory assistance service at
every campus?
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